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Prepared with 💚 by The Greatness Studio



I’m trying to figure 
something out, but 
I need your help.



How might we help 
non-experts to support 
and/or build truly 
sustainable businesses?



NON-EXPERTS
People who are: 

• Awesome at valuable skills

• Not experts in business, ethics, 

or sustainability 

TRULY SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESSES
Businesses that:

• Empower people, not exploit them

• Enrich our planet, not extract from it

• Endure financially



FAIR VALUE EXCHANGE

BOUNDED 
GROWTH

CONNECTED 
BENEFIT & 

STAKES

MEANINGFUL 
VALUE 

PROPOSITIONHere’s what 
I’ve got so far…

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS FRAMEWORK



It’s intended as a lens for 
working with Strategyzer’s
The Business Model Canvas.



INTRODUCTION

MY CHALLENGE

ORIGIN STORY

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS 
FRAMEWORK

🧭



MY CHALLENGE



Hi! I’m Brian Pagán.
I use (digital) design & 
art to make the world 
more equitable & loving.

@brianpagan

thegreatness.studio

https://twitter.com/brianpagan
https://thegreatness.studio/


And I’m a dummy non-expert.
A Brian who is:

• Awesome at design, public speaking, & taking care of cats

• Not an expert in business, ethics, or sustainability 



I WANT TO MAKE ‘GOOD’ 
CHOICES, BUT I’M NOT A 
BUSINESS EXPERT.

🤷
How should I decide which…

Clothes to buy?

Clients to work with?

Companies to invest in?
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BEHAVIORAL 
ECONOMICS

‘BAD’ BUSINESS COMES 
FROM ‘BAD’ INCENTIVES, 
NOT ‘BAD’ PEOPLE.

So how might

SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESS

encourage more

?
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GROWING AND GIVING ARE AT ODDS, BUT 
THEY’RE BOTH NECESSARY FOR SUCCESS.

Expanding 
business

Creating 
valueGrowing GivingSUSTAINABLE 

BUSINESS



Growing Giving

SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESS

SO HOW MIGHT WE 
MAKE IT EASY TO 

ACHIEVE BALANCE?



Growing
Too much destroys our 
planet and exploits 
vulnerable people.

“Nothing in nature grows 
exponentially except cancer, 
and then it kills its host.”

Douglas Rushkoff

https://medium.com/team-human/the-violence-of-growth-obsessed-capitalism-d406de28dda8


Giving
Too much destroys our 
business and abandons 
vulnerable people.

“Aid does not get peace… 
Respectful trade is how you 
actually take care of each other.”

Mark Nelson

https://www.peaceinnovation.com/blog/peace-technology-profit


“We need 
economies that 
are regenerative 
and distributive 
by design.”

Kate Raworth

Sustainable 
Business

https://www.ted.com/talks/kate_raworth_a_healthy_economy_should_be_designed_to_thrive_not_grow


ORIGIN STORY



It started with the 
Ethical Design Checklist.

Hester 
Bruikman-Pagán

Mark 
Nelson+ =

(We started it at Vested Summit 2018)



…being an
‘ethical designer’ at an 
unethical business is 👉

However,

So I started looking 
further and found...    👇



Great Resources



Great Initiatives



Great Tools



But I need 
something simpler…🤷

There’s so much 
great stuff out there!



SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS 

FRAMEWORK



How might we help 
non-experts to support 
and/or build truly 
sustainable businesses?



I took the simplest 
business modeling 
tool I could find…



I took the simplest 
business modeling 
tool I could find…

…and created a 
‘lens,’ based on the 
resources, 
initiatives, and 
tools on ethical & 
sustainable biz.



FAIR VALUE EXCHANGE

BOUNDED 
GROWTH

CONNECTED 
BENEFIT & 

STAKES

MEANINGFUL 
VALUE 

PROPOSITIONHere’s what 
I’ve got so far…

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS FRAMEWORK



HYPOTHESIS:

A business is truly
sustainable if it 
meets all four of 
these conditions.

💁

Their value proposition 
is meaningful.

Their growth has 
boundary conditions.

Their stakes & benefits 
are connected. 

Their value exchange 
is fair & equitable.
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Their value proposition 
is meaningful.

Their growth has 
boundary conditions.

Their stakes & benefits 
are connected. 

Their value exchange 
is fair & equitable.
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Whatever they produce 
makes the world 
healthier & happier.

They design & follow 
measurable limits to their 
growth & growth rates.

Their prices are enough to 
sustain them, without 
exploiting their customers.

Anyone who is affected by 
their work also benefits in 
meaningful ways.

A BUSINESS IS TRULY SUSTAINABLE IF:



🙅 🙋

MEANINGFUL VALUE PROPOSITION

“We sell whatever 
people will buy.”

“We sell whatever 
helps people live 

healthier & better.”



🙅 🙋

FAIR VALUE EXCHANGE

“We charge 
customers as much 

as possible.”

“We balance our 
needs with what 

people can afford.”

Big Pharma Lupine Pet Company’s 
Lifetime Guarantee



🙅 🙋

BOUNDED GROWTH

“Grow exponentially 
and grow forever.”

“Let’s grow only as 
much as necessary.”

Google: From “don’t be evil” to 
training military attack drones

Patagonia promotes 
repair & recycling



🙅 🙋

CONNECTED STAKES & BENEFITS

“Shareholders are 
our only 

stakeholders.”

“People affected by 
our work, benefit 
from our work.”



What do you think?
There’s still lots to do  👉

Does it help? Do people understand it? Is 
it accurate? How can we make it better?

IMPROVING THE FRAMEWORK

Who’s doing this ‘right?’ What can we 
learn from them? How do they succeed?

FINDING EXAMPLES

What do non-experts need? Which 
obstacles do they face? How can we help? 

MAKING IT WORKd3e.co/sustainablebiz

https://d3e.co/sustainablebiz

